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Abstr act. With the emergence of vast resources of information, it is necessary
to develop methods that retrieve the most relevant information according to
needs. These retrieval methods may benefit from natural language constructs to
boost their results by achieving higher precision and recall rates. In this study,
we have used part of speech properties of terms as extra source of information
about document and query terms and have evaluated the impact of such data on
the performance of the Persian retrieval algorithms. Also the effect of stemming
has been experimented as a complement to this research. Our findings indicate
that part of speech tags may have small influence on effectiveness of the
retrieved results. However, when this information is combined with stemming it
improves the accuracy of the outcomes considerably.
Keywor ds: Natural language; Persian information retrieval; Part of speech;

1 Intr oduction
Exploiting meta-information of the terms in the retrieval process may result in
precision and recall improvements. Part of speech information clarifies the role of
each term in queries and documents. It may also help in assigning different priorities
to different query terms. In addition stemming can collapse many surface words in
languages such as Arabic and Persian into a single representation and improve the
recall of the system.
The general objective of the present study is to further investigate the potential
benefits of incorporating part of speech information into both query and document
processing and to observe the consequences of such incorporation in Persian
information retrieval. Another objective is to investigate the interaction of stemming
and part of speech tagging in such environment.
Improving the performance of retrieval engines has been a major concern for years
leading to development of many efficient and effective algorithms and systems [1, 2,
3]. However, the retrieval effectiveness of some European languages such as English
have been studied in more depth than Middle Eastern languages such as Persian
(Farsi). In addition document retrieval has been an interesting topic for those working

in natural language processing (NLP) [4, 5] but not much work has been done on the
use of these techniques for Persian document retrieval.
In recent years, there has been some interest on Persian information retrieval but
none of those approaches have used part of speech tagging, although POS has been
applied successfully to information retrieval in other language [6]. On the other hand
studies in Persian POS tagging have reported accuracy rates of up to 95% using
statistical methods such as TnT or with post-processing with MLE taggers [7, 8, 9,
10]. Therefore it seems reasonable to use these taggers in the development of a new
generation of retrieval engines for Persian language.
In this research we utilize POS tagging methods to preferentially match the
specified types of terms in documents and queries. We also try to control the impact
of certain types of words that seems not to have a major contribution to the overall
results.

2 Par t of Speech Tagging
Part of speech tagging selects the most likely sequence of syntactic categories for the
words in a sentence. It determines the tags that best represent the grammatical
characteristics of the words, such as part of speech, grammatical number, gender,
person, etc. This task is not trivial since many words are ambiguous. Most of the
retrieval models ignore the role of the content words in the sentences and treat them
uniformly. Although a lot could be realized from the role a word plays in a sentence
and its surrounding words. Besides this, the role of each word depends on what the
user means by the words in the query [11].
In different languages and tagging systems, the number of tags varies from a dozen
to several hundred depending on the specificity of the information provided by the
tag. For example a tag-set may just categorize nouns as singular and plural while
another tag-set may provide more detail such as name of location or person.
Obviously, not all of these tags have the same impact on the retrieval of the relevant
documents [12]. Therefore the computation of a proper tag-set with the right size and
granularity for a particular collection of a language is an issue worthy of studying.
In this study, we take advantage of the Bijankhan [13] corpus which is a manually
tagged Persian text collection. In its original form it includes 550 different tags. This
collection has been processed and prepared for machine learning applications. The
new collection has over 2 million words and only 40 POS tags [7].
It has been reported that in some applications of IR, nouns are more important than
the other tokens [14, 15]. However, sometimes even stop words can be useful [14].
The importance of various POS tags is very subjective. For example in some areas
such as biology or advertisement that emphasize the differences among things and
their characteristic, adjectives are more important. While in other applications such as
music which are mostly adverb-rich, the role of adverbs become more important [11].
Some studies also have investigated the role of verbs in document analysis [16].
After analyzing the impact of these 40 different tags, eventually we find out that
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are the most important POS Tags in Persian

retrieval. In the result this section we will show the impact of using these tags on the
performance.
In this study the TnT POS tagger 1 is used to determine the part of speech of
Persian words. TnT is a very efficient statistical part-of-speech tagger that is trainable
on different languages and virtually any tag-set. TnT requires a pre-tagged document
collection for training phase. The system incorporates several methods of smoothing
as well as handling unknown words. Employing the tagger to either a new language or
new tag-set is a simple process [17].
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Figur e 1. The Framework of our approach.

3 Methodology & Implementation
This study and experiments have been conducted as part of the Persian track at CLEF
2008 [18]. As a retrieval engine, we have utilized the Indri retrieval system [3] which
is provided as part of the Lemur project 2. TNT POS tagger was trained on Bijankhan
POS collection with 40 tags. Subsequently the Hamshahri corpus [19] and its CLEF
queries were tagged using this tagger (see Figure 1).
After experimenting with different tagging schemas, the corpus and the queries
were stemmed in order to evaluate the effect of stemming and its interaction with
1
2

TnT can be found at http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/~thorsten/tnt/
The Lemur Project. 2001-2008. University of Massachusetts and Carnegie Mellon University.
[www.lemurproject.org]

POS tagging in retrieval context. Stemming was performed by employing simple
grammatical rules using PERSTEM Persian stemmer [20]. Consequently we prepared
4 different variations of the Hamshahri document collection which included, normal
(neither stemmed nor tagged), stemmed, tagged (terms tagged with related parts of
speech), and both stemmed and tagged.
We conducted two types of experiments. In one set of experiments all terms were
treated equally. That is, there were no preferences among the term types except for
their statistical weight calculated by the Indri system. In the second set of
experiments, we defined preferences among the term types based on their POS tags.
For example in one experiment, nouns could have received a weight of 3 while verbs
might have received a weight of 1, which means that the nouns were given three times
more importance than the verbs. Experiments also differed based on what sections of
the queries were used. Some experiments used only the title section of the queries and
some others used both the title and the description sections of the CLEF queries.
Table 1 lists the configurations used in our experiments.
Table 1. Different configurations

Config.

Corpus

1
2
3

Normal
Tagged
Tagged

4
5
6
7

Stemmed
Stemmed
Stemmed (stop words
removed)
Stemmed and tagged

8

Tagged

Query
Title (Neither stemmed nor tagged)
Title with equal weighting for all POS tags
Title plus description with equal weighting
for all POS tags
Stemmed title without POS tagging
Stemmed Title plus description
Stemmed Title plus description (stop words
removed)
Stemmed title with equal weighting for all
POS tags
Title with various weighting schemes for
different POS tags

4 Results
Before discussing the results, it should be noted that since the Hamshahri collection
has tagged automatically as described above we do not have any measurement of the
accuracy of the tagging yet, however basic observations and sampling has shown
reasonable accuracy.
Table 2 summarizes the outcomes of our experiments. The result of the base line
system without employing tagging or stemming has an average precision of 27% and
R-precision at 36%. By matching the tagged corpus with the tagged title of the queries
the average precision climbs to 35% and the R-Precision increases by 1%. This is an
interesting result since no part of speech preferences has been implemented in this
run. This search is based on matching similar terms with similar roles in documents
and queries. When the description field of the queries is added to the model, the

performance of the system experiences a minor setback with the average precision at
29% which is still higher than the normal corpus and the R-Precision declins to 34%
which again is a little higher than that of the normal retrieval performance. Generally
we observed that adding descriptions in all configurations would degrade the
performance of the system. The reason for this reduction is the negative effect of the
extra terms in the query description that misleads the retrieval. We concluded that
these misleading terms add more ambiguity than those POS tags can clarify.
Table 2. Main Results

Config.

Average
precision

R-Precision

Normal corpus

0.2716

0.3627

Tagged (title)

0.3505

0.3784

Tagged (title + description)

0.2989

0.3497

Stemmed title

0.3625

0.4102

Stemmed (title + description)

0.1723

0.2157

Stemmed(title + description + stop words)

0.1672

0.2106

Stemmed and tagged (title)

0.3944

0.4151

Different weightings (average)

0.2263

0.2655

The results we obtained indicate that Persian retrieval benefits from stemming.
Stemming the documents and queries alone returned one of the best results of our
experiments with the average precision at 36% and R-Precision at 41%. This is in
contrast with experiments conducted before by other groups in University of Tehran
on the same corpus. However, when the title and description were used as query, the
performance fell sharply. This configuration had one of the worst performances, even
lower than the base line system. The reason of this poor outcome again was the extra
text in the description which seemed to be too general and ambiguous. In this case
stemming made the situation worse because it collapsed many surface words into a
single representation and added to the ambiguity. In general, the effect of the
stemming in Persian retrieval is still a research question. More experiments need to be
performed with different types of stemmers as well as further scrutinizing the
stemming techniques and their effect on Persian text retrieval. At the moment our
conclusion is that the aggressive stemming is not useful and the simple stemming is
sufficient.
Stop word removal is normally a very powerful tool in improving the precision.
However, when stop word removal was applied to stemming of the title and the
description of the queries, it did not improve the precision.
The best result of our experiments was achieved by stemming the tagged corpus
and the title of the queries. This configuration produced an average precision of 39%
which was the best. The R-precision in this case stays at 41%. In other words,
combining simple stemming and part of speech tagging improves the average

precision but does not change the R-precision. This shows that the stemming is more
powerful than the part of speech tagging when it comes to precision.
Table 3. Weighting schemes

Noun

Verb

Adjective

3
2
1
1
3
0
3
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
20 less used tags omitted, others equal weight

Adverb

Average
Precision

R-Precision

0.2635
0.2597
0.1108
0.1198
0.0977
0.2745

0.3097
0.2888
0.1256
0.1186
0.1111
0.3097

We explored the idea of POS tag preferences and their effect on precision. In these
experiments, a weight of zero to three was given to each POS tag which then was
multiplied with the actual weight of the term itself. So, we could emphasis or deemphasis the contribution of the terms with certain part of speech tags. We explored
many different combinations of preferences for different tags but in general we did
not find any meaningful improvement in these experiments. Yet, on the contrary we
found that many combinations have strong negative effect on precision. Table 3
depicts the results of some of these experiments. Assigning a weight of zero to a tag is
the same as omitting the terms with that tag from the corpus and the queries. For
example, (Noun=3, Verb=2, Adjective=1, Adverb=1) means the terms that are noun
have been weighted three times the terms that are adjective or adverb. Similarly, the
terms that are verbs have been weighted twice those of adjectives or adverbs. We also
carried out experiments on the contribution of each tag to the overall performance of
the retrieval. In some experiments as much as 20 least significant tags were omitted
from the queries but it negatively affected the precision and recall. In general the
average precision for all the tag weighting schemes was 0.22 and the average RPrecision was 0.26. The best run achieved a precision of 0.26 with R-precision of 0.31
which is much lower than one can achieve by simple stemming. The reason for such
behavior can be explained by the importance of different tags in the Persian language.
Despite our original study that led us to the omission of the 20 least important tags,
they actually played a role in the retrieval. Thus omitting them or down playing their
contribution declines the performance of the system.

5 Conclusion and Futur e Work
This study attempted to measure the effectiveness of part of speech tags and
stemming on Persian information retrieval. Different configurations were tested and
the results demonstrated that retrieving documents by matching the terms and their
part of speech in documents with the terms and their part of speech in queries
improves the performance. However, it was evident that while some parts of speech
are more important than others, eliminating the least important ones or reducing their

overall impact on the query processing degrades the performance of the system. The
best results were achieved by giving equal importance to all POS tags.

Figur e 2. R-Precision of the different configurations
The effect of stemming was also studied and it became clear that simple stemming
in these experiments greatly improves precision. This study also observed that
combining simple stemming and POS matching yields the best performance.
A future study would be utilizing retrieval models and systems other than Indri in
order to make sure that the obtained results are not system dependent. However, given
our previous experiences with different retrieval models on Persian language, we do
not consider this as a major issue.
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